COMMUNICATIONS INTERNSHIPS @ CCO

THE ORGANIZATION
Communities Creating Opportunity is a faith-based, nonprofit community organizing group based in Kansas City. In our 35 year history, CCO has trained and organized thousands of grassroots leaders to win in the areas of health care, housing, credit access, racial justice, safety, immigration, youth development, education, economic opportunity, and more.
We place a high priority on personal learning, relationship building, and creating a strong multi-ethnic, multi-faith movement.

THE OPPORTUNITY
The communications program at CCO exists to amplify the individual stories of pain and transformation in the communities we love, as well as to develop and deploy resources and messages that will catalyze change in our society. In the last 12 months, we have reached audiences of millions by placing stories in national media including NBC, ABC, MSNBC, the Washington Post, PBS, & the front page of the New York Times.
Internship participants will serve as an integrated part of our communications team -- you will be doing real work that matters. Contact us today to learn more.

"Communities Creating Opportunity...the tireless and consistently whip-smart community organization."
The Pitch, April 2014

To learn more or apply, email info@cco.org